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Abstract: The reusability provides many benefits such as increasing productivity, Reliability & Quality along with reducing the cost 
&development time and if the number of components developed is not according to the requirement then the technique of reusability is 
of great help. The main problem faced by the CBSE in reusability is to select the component for reuse as before reusing there is need to 
retrieve it from repository &before retrieving; searching of relevant component from repository needs to be performed. The proposed 
technique is a hybridization of Multiobjective Particle Swarm Optimization and Pareto Dominance Principle. 
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1. Introduction 
 
CBSE is an approach of software development that depends 
on software reuse [1]. Software reuse is basically the use of 
some already existing code, design or knowledge in different 
ways by aiming at improving reliability, Software Quality & 
productivity. By using the concept of reusability, 
development effort is saved multiple times as development 
is done only once and the component is used multiple times 
[2].As we know that Key paradigm of CBSE is reusability 
and the first step towards reusability is to develop the 
components that can be reused in future, they should be 
flexible to get adapted in the new environment .Then these 
components are stored in a repository which is basically a 
collection of a large number of components that can be 
reused. This technique is very useful but it also faces some 
problem. The main problem faced by CBSE is to select the 
relevant component from repository as to reuse we need to 
retrieve the component before reusing and for selecting the 
component from repository there is a need to search the 
component and for that an efficient search optimization 
technique should be used that gives an appropriate result. 
 
2. Related Work 
 
As we know that software reuse is the key paradigm of 
CBSE and software reuse is efficient if we are able to locate 
the components easily from the repositories [3] and some 
work has been done in this field that include either 
component classification, Searching or retrieval. For 
enhancing the retrieval mechanism Luqi and Guo[4] 
presented a work in which they discussed an improvement 
of two different aspects of retrieval methods for software 
components and they were Profile matching and signature 
matching. Veras and Silvio [5] used clustering techniques 
for the organization of software repositories and through 
their paper , provided a help to refine the searches by 
grouping together similar components. Niranjan and Rao [6] 
focused on the implementation of software tool with a new 
integrated classification scheme to make classification build 
of software components to facilitate retrieval of software 

components depending upon users requirement. Kaur and 
Goel [7] presented a work in which they discussed how 
developers and end users can formulate high level and 
aspect based queries to retrieve components according to 
their need. Napocca [8] presented a work by using Pareto 
Dominance Principle for the selection of components from 
the repositories. Khode and Bhatia [3] worked on improving 
the retrieval effectiveness using Ant Colony Optimization 
and showed that there comes good values of Precision and 
Recall .Dixit and Saxena [9] used Genetic Algorithm for 
retrieving the component and showed that this approach 
minimizes the gap between component needed and 
component available. Elbeltagi et al. presented a work [10] 
by comparing five optimizing techniques and those were 
Genetic Algorithm, Memetic Algorithm, Ant Colony 
Optimization, Particle Swarm Optimization, Shuffled Frog 
Leaping and by experiments proved that PSO performs 
better in terms of Success Rate and Solution Quality. So 
now this work is a Hybrid technique of Multiobjective 
Particle Swarm Optimization and Pareto dominance 
principle to achieve multiple objectives in retrieving the 
components. 
 
3. Multiobjective Particle Swarm Optimization 
 
Particle swarm optimization is an optimization method .It 
was developed by Doctor Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995. It 
is a method of swarm intelligence and is based on the 
research of bird and its social behavior [11]. 
 
3.1 Algorithm: 
 
Multiobjective PSO is similar to PSO except in this an 
archive of non dominated solutions is kept out of each 
iteration so the steps of this algorithm are as follows[12] : 
1. Initialize the swarm & archive 
2. For each particle in the swarm: 

(a) Select leader from the archive 
 (b) Update position 

3. Update the archive of non-dominated solutions 
4. Repeat 
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3.2 Pareto Dominance Principle 
 
Pareto dominance Principle was invented by Vilfredo 
Pareto. This is also known as 20-80 principle which states 
that 20% of something is responsible for 80% of something 
else. This implies that 20% of your effort, would complete 
80% of a project. 
 
Pareto dominance principle is such a technique that helps to 
solve the problem graphically. It plots the solutions on the 
graph and retrieve the good and optimal solutions. The 
graph that it plots is called as Pareto Chart. 
 
Pareto dominance technique gives the efficient and the 
optimal solutions by making the pareto chart. The solutions 
that lie on the pareto frontier are the non dominated 
solutions. 
 
4. Proposed Technique 
 
A software product includes the number of integrated 
components via some process on them. The process of 
retrieving the relevant component from the repository is a 
very difficult task. Various techniques have been proposed 
to select the relevant component from the repository on the 
basis of the client requirement. Selecting the component if 
we have a single objective to achieve is a simpler task but 
what to be done if we have to fulfill multiple objectives. 
 
In this research work we have formulated the problem as 
multiobjective component selection problem where we have 
two objectives to be fulfilled and those are: 
1) The number of used components 
2) The cost of the involved components.  
 
We have to minimize both the objectives i.e. number of 
components and the cost of the target system. In this we are 
making a hybrid technique by using the Multiobjective 
Particle Swarm Optimization and the Pareto dominance 
principle to deal with the multiobjective optimization 
problem.  
 
Consider TR the set of final system requirements (end 
requirements) as 
TR = {r1, r2, ..., rn} and 
TC the set of components available for selection as 
TC = {c1, c2, ..., cn}. 
Each component cj can satisfy a subset of the requirements 
from TR denoted  
TRcj ={ri1, ri2 , ..., rik}. 
In addition cost(cj) is the cost of component cj. 
The aim is to search a set of components Sol in such a way 
that every requirement rk (k = 1, n) from the set TR can be 
assigned a component cj from Sol where rk is in TRcj, while 
minimizing cj of Sol cost(ci) and having a minimum number 
of selected components.[8] 

 

 

 

 

4.1 Flow Chart of the Proposed Work 
 

 
Figure 1: Diagram showing the work flow in this research 

work 
 
In the proposed work, firstly we have user interface from 
which user will enter his particular set of requirements that 
he wish to fulfill with the required system. Then we are 
having data accessing scenario through which data is 
accessed from available repository. By using particular 
selection criteria we get the set of components that will 
match user’s requirements. But what happens? If the set of 
obtained matched component is too large ? How we will 
come to know that out of these set of components which is 
best one? Again there will be problem as which is optimal 
one according to our final system. So we are applying 
Optimal technique i.e. particle Swarm Optimization which 
optimizes our results or we can say refine our search. After 
that we get the best matched component which is having 
minimum cost plus trying to fulfill most of user’s 
requirement. Here optimization is done in terms of two 
respective: 
Cost associated with the component 
Total no of components used to make the system. 
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